Epileptic Discharge Related Functional Connectivity Within and Between Networks in Benign Epilepsy with Centrotemporal Spikes.
Benign epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes (BECTS) is a common childhood epilepsy syndrome associated with abnormalities in neurocognitive domains, particularly during interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs). Here, we investigated the effects of IEDs on brain's intrinsic connectivity networks in 43 BECTS patients and 28 matched healthy controls (HCs). Patients were further divided into IED and non-IED subgroups based on simultaneous EEG-fMRI recordings. Functional connectivity within and between five networks, corresponding to seizure origination and cognitive processes, were analyzed to measure IED effects. We found that patients exhibited increased connectivity within the auditory network (AN) and the somato-motor network (SMN), and decreased connectivity within the basal ganglia network and the dorsal attention network, suggesting that both transient and chronic seizure activity may disturb normal network organization. The IED group showed decreased functional connectivity within the default mode network (DMN) compared with the non-IED group and HCs, implying that the DMN was selectively impaired during epileptiform discharges associated with altered self-referential cognitive functions. Moreover, the IED group exhibited increased positive correlations between the AN and the SMN, which suggests a possible excessive influence of centrotemporal spiking on information processing in the auditory system. The association between epileptic activity and network dysfunctions highlights their importance in investigating the pathological mechanism underlying BECTS.